‘GM to Part-DEFINITIONS — Issue 1, Amendment 1’

Annex I to Decision 2017/001/R is amended as follows:

The text of the amendment is arranged to show deleted text, new or amended text as shown below:

(a) deleted text is marked with **strikethrough**;

(b) new or amended text is highlighted in **blue**;

(c) an ellipsis (…) indicates that the remaining text is unchanged in front of or following the reflected amendment.
GM 56. Functional system

SOFTWARE

The term ‘software’ is understood to be the computer programmes and corresponding configuration data, including non-developmental software, but excluding electronic items, namely application-specific integrated circuits, programmable gate arrays or solid-state logic controllers.

In this text:

(a) the term ‘configuration data’ is understood to be the data that configures a generic software system to a particular instance of its use; and

(b) the term ‘non-developmental software’ is understood as a software not developed for the current contract.